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INTER-RELATION BETWEEN SENTIMENT, EMBELLISHMENT
AND METRICAL ARRANGEMENT IN SANSKRIT POETRY

Sanskrit poetry is a fine combination of different poetic elements.
Since its very beginning Sanskrit poetry developed in the background
of certain basic human emotions and sentiments, which gave birth to
the Rasa theory in Sanskrit poetics. The Rasa theory was a peculiar
achievement of Sanskrit poetics and, in fact, the sumum bonum of it.
The body of Sanskrit poetry in the form of word and meaning was
decorated with ornaments called Ala√kåras, and this young maiden
looked more and more charming with these embellishments. This
poetry stood on the feet of melodious metres and a variety of metres
lent various forms and features to it. All these elements which have
been flowing in their separate streams, definitely have some inter-rela-
tion. Sometimes one element is complementary to another, at other
times two elements give feedback to each other. An embellishment
may give nourishment to certain sentiment, or a particular metrical
composition may give rise to a peculiar sentiment. 

As regards the view of Sanskrit poetics on this matter, it is perti-
nent to see that ala√kåras and rasas are considered in terms of embel-
lisher and embellished respectively. Embellishment is promoter of
sentiment. Sentiments and emotions give rise to imagination, and
imagination gives way to figurative expression, The renowned poeti-
cian Ånandavardhana expresses his opinion very clearly on this point.
He says: “The figures (other than assonance) come spontaneously
swarming at the beck and call of a poet concentrated upon sentiment



1. Dhvanyåloka, 2/16 v®tti.
2. Dhvanyåloka, 2/5 v®tti.
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and gifted with a rich imagination and will compete with one another
for their first preference at his hands, though outwardly they might
appear to involve great labour on his part”:

“Ala√kåråntaråni hi niræpyamåna-durgha™anåny api rasa-samåhita-
cetasaΔ pratibhåna-vataΔ kaver ahampærvikayå paråpatanti” 1

The emotional themes are made full of figures by a single effort
of the great poet. Figures, like ornaments of thought and expression,
are able to beautify poetry, only when they are capable of injecting
life and strength into the emotions. Here again we are close to the idea
of Ånandavardhana, who states: “It is only the employment of figures,
one and all, in view of the main purport of sentiment, emotion etc.,
that really justifies their being regarded as sources of charm”:

“Rasa-bhåvådi-tåtparyam-åƒritya viniveƒanam |
ala√k®tœnåμ sarvåsåm ala√kåratva-sådhanam ||” 2

If we cite an example for this notion, we can see the context of
Sundarakå∫∂a in Vålmœki-Råmåya∫a, where Hanumån, the monkey-
hero, looks at Sœtå, after her long separation from Råma, the poet puts
forth a series of twenty nine similes for Sœtå, a lady forcibly separated
from her husband. Actually every simile here intensely expresses the
pitiable and pathetic condition of Sœtå. So Upamå here becomes the
promoting factor for the sentiment of ‘viraha’ or the love-in-separa-
tion. Thus even being separate elements rasas and ala√kåras are inter-
related in this way, and embedded in a certain metrical framework
they create a poetic effect in the minds of the relishers.

The inter-relation of ala√kåra and rasa is very clearly seen in the
verbal figure called Anupråsa or alliteration. The word ‘anupråsa’ is a
combination of three words ‘anu’, ‘pra’ and ‘åsa’, which means to put
the required and suitable letters according to the sentiment embedded
in a poem. Explaining its etymological meaning åcårya Mamma™a
says: 



3. Kåvyaprakåƒa, 9/79 v®tti.
4. Kåvyaprakåƒa, 9/80 v®tti.
5. Gœtagovinda, sarga-1, song-3.
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“Rasådyanugato rasa-viSayo vyåparaΔ”. Anupråsa is (so called because

of) the excellent arrangement – prak®ß™a nyåsa – which is anu (anugata) i.e.

favourable to the sentiment and others” 3.

It means that repetition of the same letters in a particular piece of
poetry creates a rhythmic sound in the ears. Normally this repetition is
a systematic arrangement of the same letters in accordance with the
prevailing sentiment. Again explaining the word ‘v®tti’ in one of the
types of Anupråsa - v®ttyanupråsa - Mamma™a says:

“V®ttir niyata-var∫a-gato rasa-vißayo vyåpåraΔ”. V®tti (style) means

the function of the particular letters which helps the suggestion of the senti-

ment 4.

V®ttis are divided into three kinds – Upanågarikå, Parußå and
Komalå – suggestive of sweetness, floridity and moderation respec-
tively. They are applied in the sentiments accordingly, viz. Upanåga-
rikå in tender sentiments like ˙®√gåra and Karu∫a, Parußa in the sen-
timents like Vœra and Raudra, and Komalå in the sentiments like
Hådya and Adbhuta. This arrangement is definitely bound to arouse
the desired type of emotion. If not so, it will mar the enjoyment of the
prevalent sentiment, for example, the use of hard consonants in the
sentiment of love and use of soft consonants in the sentiment of anger
would dampen the emotional fervour. The alliteration of tender letters
in a tender emotion is definitely liable to arouse the relish of the erotic
sentiment in the following lyrical poem of Jayadeva:

“Lalita-lava√ga-latå-pariƒœlana-komala-malaya-samœre |
madhukara-nikara-karambita-kokila-kæjita-kuñja-ku™œre ||
viharati Hari-riha sarasa-vasante |
n®tyati yuvati-janena samaμ sakhi virahi-janasya durante ||” 5.

On the other hand, the combination of hard letters and harsh
sounds helps a lot in creating the situation of Vœra rasa or the Heroic



6. Ve∫œsaμhåra, 1/22.
7. Vålmœki-Råmåya∫a, Sundarakå∫∂a 5/1.
8. Vålmœki-Råmåya∫a, Sundarakå∫∂a 5/4.
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sentiment, as in the following poem of Bha™™anåråya∫a: 

“Manthåyast år∫avåmbhaΔ pluta-kuhara-calan-mandara-dhvåna-dhœraΔ
ko∫åghåteßu garjat-pralaya-ghana-gha™å’nyonya-sa√gha™™a-ca∫∂aΔ |
K®ß∫å-krodh ågradætaΔ kurukula-nidhanotpåta-nirghåta-våtaΔ 
kenåsmat siμha-nåda-pratirasita-sakho dundubhis tå∂ito’yam ||” 6.

The arrangement of words, the language itself, speaks and con-
veys the sense and context in the poem.

In this way a fine combination of sentiment and embellishment is
found in many such pieces of Sanskrit poetry. We can observe that
Antyånupråsa, a special type of alliteration on the last syllable of the
line, though not much prevalent in Sanskrit poetry, somehow devel-
oped in some portions of earlier poetry. This type of poetry is a
charming illustration of two elements - rasa and ala√kåra or ala√kåra
and chandas, interwoven in one. It is remarkable that such type of
poetry showing antyånupråsa was first found in Vålmœki-Råmåya∫a.
We can see the following verses:

“TataΔ sa madhya√gatam aμƒumantam,
jyotsnå-vitånaμ mahad-udvamantam |

dadarƒa dhœmån divi bhånumantam
goß™he v®ßaμ mattam iva bhramantam || 7

“Haμso yathå råjata-pañjarasthaΔ
siμho yathå mandara-kandarasthaΔ |

vœro yathå garvita-kuñjarasthaƒ-
candro’pi babhråja tathåmbarasthaΔ ||” 8.

This type of alliteration in the end of every stanza interwoven
with a metre creates a peculiar charm in the poem. A remarkable devel-
opment in Sanskrit poetry can be noticed, where this antyånupråsa
was more and more adopted in devotional songs. A good number of
Bhakti songs have been composed in this structure. We see a charm-
ing combination of all these elements - rasa, ala√kåra and chandas –



9. Gœtagovinda, sarga-1, song-4.
10. Stotraratnåvalœ, ‘Srœ-K®ß∫åß™akam’, verse - 1.
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in the lyrics of Gœtagovinda of Jayadeva, where it stands par excel-
lence. In these lyrics the tender emotion of love, the use of a series of
alliterations and sweet melody of metrical rhythms and tunes create a
triple joyous effect. For example: 

“Candana-carcita-nœla-kalevara-pœta-vasana-vanamålœ |
keli-calan-ma∫i-ku∫∂ala-ma∫∂ita-ga∫∂a-yuga-smitaƒålœ ||
Harir iha mugdha-vadhæ-nikare |
vilåsini valasati kelipare ||” 9.

This musical presentation of lyrical poetry is the finest intermin-
gling of sentiment, embellishment and metrical arrangement, where
each and every element is supporting one another. The melodious
rhythm, tender emotion and alliteration all over the poem prove an
inherent inter-relation among them, through which the charm of the
poem rises to the highest pitch.

It is interesting to note that the devotional poetry in Sanskrit spe-
cially became more and more possessed with peculiar kinds of lyrical
metres, where this alliteration in the end had much wider usage. A
number of examples may be given where all these three elements
work together. One of them is from Srœ-K®ß∫åßa™akam by
˙a√karåcårya: 

“Bhaje vrajaika-ma∫∂anam samasta-påpa-kha∫∂anam
svabhakta-citta-rañjanaμ sadaiva nanda-nandanam |
supiccha-guccha-mastakaμ sunåda-ve∫u-hastakam
ana√ga-ra√ga-sågaraμ namåmi K®ß∫a-någaram ||” 10.

It is interesting to note that the sentiment of devotion to God got
more appropriate place with the metres regulated by the numbers of
prosodial instants, decorated with alliteration in the end, so that the
devotee may express his devotion more intensely before the deity by
singing bhakti-songs. The famous Bhaja Govindam song by ˙ri-
˙a√karåcårya is the best illustration of this type: 



11. Stotraratnåvalœ, ‘Carpa™apañjarikå-stotra’, verse - 1 & 8.
12. Stotraratnåvalœ, ‘Gopikåviraha-gœtam’, verse - 1.
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“Bhaja Govindaμ bhaja Govindaμ Govindaμ bhaja mæ∂ha-mate |
sampråpte sannihite mara∫e nahi nahi rakßati duk®ñ kara∫e ||
punar api jananaμ punar api mara∫aμ punar api jananœ-jathare ƒayanam |
iha saμsåre khalu duståre k®pyå påre påhi Muråre ||” 11.

One more such illustration can be seen in the following song full
of emotion:

“Ehi Muråre kuñja-vihåre ehi pra∫ata-jana-bandho |
he μådhava madhu-mathana vare∫ya Keƒava karu∫a-sindho ||
råsa-nikuñje guñjati niyataμ bhramara-ƒataμ kila kånta |
tvåmiha yåce darƒana-dånaμ he Madhusædana ƒånta ||” 12.

We find the same element of harmony in the famous poem
Madhuråß™akam of Vallabhåcårya. Many more examples may be
given from other ‘stotrakåvyas’, where the sweet union of rasa,
ala√kåra and chandas establish a harmonious inter-relation.

The inter-relation of sentiment, embellishment and metre may be
observed in modern Sanskrit poetry also. Many new innovations are
going on in this field in modern Sanskrit lyrics. We find a revolution-
ary change on account of the switching from old traditional metres to
new ones by modern poets. New metres also have been evolved, based
on the tones of folk-songs of different regions. Normally these metres
applied in modern Sanskrit lyrical poetry are based on morae, having
alliteration in the end, and developed according to the current emo-
tion. Some new types of symbols, motifs and images have emerged in
the form of embellishments in this poetry. Language and style have
attained new shapes with new emotional environment. In the senti-
ments of modern age related with humanism, patriotism and socio-
political behaviour, the Sanskrit poet has maintained the relationship
of these three elements in a natural way.

A beautiful example of the inter-relation of embellishment and
metrical arrangement can be seen in certain poems describing the
beauty of nature, where Yamaka ala√kåra and Drutavilambita metre
are combined. This especially charming poetry was first observed in



13. Raghuvaμßa-Mahåkåvya, 9/ 26 & 42.
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Kålidåsa, the celebrated Sanskrit poet, when he describes the advent
of spring season. This combination of ala√kåra and chandas is
founded on the basis of rasa. The description of the spring season is in
the background of tender emotion of love. We can enjoy the emotional
and rhythmic beauty in these examples of Kålidåsian poetry:

“Kusuma-janma tato nava-pallavås-
tadanu ßa™pada- kokila-kæjitam | 

iti yathåkramam åvirabhæn madhur
drumavatœm avatœrya vanasthalœm ||

Amadayan madhu-gandha-sanathayå 
kisalayådhara-sa√gatayå manaΔ |

kusuma-sambh®tayå navamallikå
smitarucå tarucåru-vilåsinœ ||” 13.

We see that the rhythm in Drutavilambita metre is fast at first and
then it slows down. This pattern of quick and slow is repeated. This
peculiar musical wave of the metre reaches its peak of ecstasy, when
one sings upto the fourth foot of the verse, which culminates in a
charming Yamaka i.e. repetition of the same set of syllables or words.
The fast and slow swinging of the words in this metre reaches the
height of rhythmic beauty, and the repetition pleases the sense of hear-
ing. This charm of melody mixed with the charm of nature creates a
double joyous effect. This type of co-existence of Yamaka and
Drutavilambita became very popular among Sanskrit poets and many
followed suit. After Kålidåsa we see the same experiment done by the
later poet Mågha, an experimentalist of a great variety of metres and
figures, who also tends to describe the spring season with the same
combination in the following way:

“Nava-palåƒa-palåƒa-vanaμ puraΔ
sphu™a-paråga-paråga™a-pa√kajam |

m®dula-tånta-latåntam alokayat 
sasurabhiμ surabhiμ sumanobharaiΔ ||

Madhurayå madhu-bodhita-mådhavœ-
madhu-sam®ddhi-samedhita-medhayå |



14. Siƒupålavadha-Mahåkåvya, 6/2 & 20.
15. Bha™™ikåvya, 10/ 4 & 9.
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madhukarå√ganayå muhur unmada-
dhvanibh®tå nibh®tåkßaram ujjage ||” 14.

We see that the practice of Yamaka, which was evolved by
Kålidåsa normally in fourth ‘påda’ only, was sometimes used by
Mågha in all the pådas of the verse, and it was enjoyed with increased
interest by the lovers of poetry. The combination of these twin ele-
ments did not stop here. We find it in Bha™™ikåvya of Bha™™i and
Haravijayakåvya of Ratnåkara and so on. One modern poet
Råmåvatåra Sharma also used this combination while composing
charming poems on the spring season. Thus description of spring
became intermingled with Yamaka ala√kåra and Drutavilambita
metre. This type of peculiar combination has been a special feature of
Sanskrit poetry.

Like the former combination, Yamaka ala√kåra attached with the
To™aka metre also creates a pleasing tone and gives pleasure to the
sense of hearing and then to the heart, as we see in the verses of
Bha™™i:

“Sarasåμ sarasåμ parimucya tanuμ patatåμ patatåμ kakubho bahuƒaΔ |
sakalaiΔ sakalaiΔ paritaΔ karu∫ai- ruditai ruditairiva khaμ nicitaiΔ ||
Na gajå nagajå dayitå dayitå vigataμ vigataμ lalitaμ lalitam | 
pramadå pra-madåmahatå mahatå ma-ra∫aμ mara∫aμ samayåt

samayåt ||” 15.

Here we can see that the words composed of three syllables in
‘saga∫a’ (2 laghus and 1 guru) fit well in Yamaka ala√kåra and so
create a tonal pleasure.

It is an established fact that rhetoricians in Sanskrit, who initially
propounded the theory of metres, definitely had the idea that certain
metres were capable of arousing particular sentiments. Bharata and
Kßemendra have discussed them in detail in their works Nå™yaƒåstra
and Suv®ttatilaka respectively. All types of metres were used with all
types of emotions and situations. There is, indeed, no compulsion on



16. Meghadæta, uttaramegha, verse-23.
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any part that particular sentiment should be expressed in a particular
metre only. Still there are certain trends evolved by poets. The power-
ful effect which certain metres possessed in expressing a particular
sentiment, was so intense that these metres became symbols of arous-
ing certain sentiments. Aryå, a ‘Matrika’ metre was chosen by
Sanskrit poets for depicting sweet and tender emotion of love of the
simple rural folk. So Aryå became the metre of folk-feelings and sym-
bol of folk-culture. Viyoginœ became the metre of an outburst of sor-
row and cry at the ultimate separation from the beloved ones.
Mandåkråntå is a majestic metre abounding in heavy syllables, com-
monly used in Sanskrit literature. But after the poet Kålidåsa com-
posed his fascinating poem Meghadæta or the Cloud Messenger in
Mandåkråntå metre – describing deep emotions of love-in-separation
in charming swinging tones – Mandåkråntå became stereotyped for
the use of expressing the sentiment of ‘viraha’ or separation of lovers.
One example from Meghadæta will suffice here: 

“Tåμ jånœ™haΔ parimita-kathåμ jœvitaμ me dvitœyaμ
dærœbhæte mayi sahacare cakravåkœm ivaikåm |

gå∂hotka∫™håμ gurußu divaseßveßu gacchatsu bålåμ
jåtåμ manye ƒiƒira-mathitåμ padminœμ vånya-ræpåm ||” 16. 

One remarkable point here is that two similes are imagined by the
poet to depict the lady pining away in separation: first, she being ‘like
a solitary female Cakravåka, when isolated from her mate’ and the
second, ‘like a lotus plant struck down by winter i.e. its cold’. The
deep mental agony of the lady in separation is expressed here more
intensely by applying these similes. So we can easily conclude that
figures are used more or less for enhancing the poetic charm, and that
poetic charm comes from experiencing the current emotions and senti-
ments with more depth and intensity, and so the semantic embellish-
ment also relates itself to the sentiment.

The aesthetic appeal of Kålidåsa’s treatment of ‘viraha-kåvya’
was so deep-rooted and effective that many other poets following the
path of Kålidåsa wrote ‘messenger poems’ or ‘message poems’ (dæta



17. ˙rœmad-Bhågavata, 10/47/12.
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kåvyas or sandeƒa kåvyas) adopting only Mandåkråntå metre. A good
number of poems of love messages were composed on these lines, and
Mandåkråntå became the typical metre to express the sentiment of
love-in-separation. Definitely there is a sort of appeal of ‘viraha’ in
this metre, when it is presented through a poetic composition full of
sweet melody, touching the hearts of the lovers of poetry.

The sentiment of love-in-separation found very suitable treatment
in Målinœ metre in the famous stanzas in ˙rœmad-Bhågavata, where the
cowherds of ‘Vraja’ cut sarcastic remarks on Uddhava, the messenger
of K®ß∫a. The whole of the poem is addressed to the black bee. That is
why the series of such poems were known by the name ‘Bhramara-
gœtå’ in literature. So it is a good example of the figure Aprastuta-
praƒaμså, which gratifies the inherent sentiment. The following
stanza is a mirror for having a vision of the mixture of these beautify-
ing factors of poetry: 

“Madhupa kitava-bandho! må sp®ƒå√ghriμ sapatnyåΔ
kuca-vilulita-målå-ku√kuma-saμƒrubhir naΔ |

vahatu Madhupatis tan måninœnåμ prasådaμ
yadu-sadasi vidambyaμ yasya dætas tvamœd®k ||” 17.

One more Sanskrit metre named Sikhari∫œ got by and large
intermingled with the Pathetic sentiment and the emotion of Devotion.
In the presentation of Sikhari∫œ there is an element of serenity, pathos,
tenderness and sentimentalism in such a way that the whole metrical
system binds one's heart with a rope of emotion. Most of the benedic-
tions to the gods and deities and several devotional prayers have been
composed in Sikhari∫œ metre. We can see one example of this combi-
nation in a stanza of a ‘stotra’ ascribed to Sa√karåcårya for begging
pardon of the Goddess for the sins committed, in the following way:

“Na mantraμ no yantraμ tadapi ca na jåne stutim aho 
na cåhvånaμ dhyånaμ tadapi ca na jåne stuti-kathåΔ |

na jåne mudråste tadapi ca na jåne vilapanaμ



18. Devyaparådha-kßamåpana-stotra, Verse 1 & 2.
19. Uttara-Råmacarita, 6/2.
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paraμ jåne måtas tvadanu-sara∫aμ kleƒa-hara∫am ||
vidher ajñånena dravi∫a-virahe∫ålasatayå

vidheyåƒakyatvåt tava cara∫ayor yå cyutir abhæt |
tadetat kßantavyaμ janani sakaloddhåri∫i Sive

kuputro jåyeta kvacidapi kumåtå na bhavati |” 18.

We observe here that begging pardon and complete self-surrender
before the deity, who is worshipped, is conveyed through this metre.
Sa√karåcårya has composed his standard devotional work named
‘Saundaryalaharœ’ completely in ˙ikhari∫œ metre. Pa∫∂itaråja
Jagannåtha composed most of parts of his ‘Laharœ-kåvyas’ in this very
metre. His poem named ‘Ga√gålaharœ', possessed of the waves of
devotion towards the holy river Ga√gå got wide recognition in Bhakti
literature. A good number of 'Stotrakåvyas’ and other pieces of
‘Bhakti’ are bound with this metre. The pathetic cry of the distressed
heart is expressed through the compositions of Sikhari∫œ.

An amazing combination of all these three elements – rasa,
ala√kåra and chandas – can be perceived in the following poem from
the drama ‘Uttara-Råmacarita’ of Bhavabhæti in the description of the
fierce battle between two young heroes – Lava and Candraketu – sons
of Råma and Lakßma∫a. The Heroic sentiment or Vœra rasa is fully
expressed in the P®thivœ metre, while the Anupråsa ala√kåra adds the
emotional effect of the stanza: 

“Jha∫ajjhaN∫ita-ka√ka∫a-kva∫ita-ki√ki∫œkaμ dhanur-
dhvanad-guru-gu∫å™anœk®ta-karåla-kolåhalam |

vitatya kiratoΔ ƒarån-avirataμ punaΔ ƒærayor-
vicitram abhivartate bhuvana-bhœmam åyodhanam ||” 19.

The inter-connection between sentiment and metrical arrangement
is visible in the usage of the metre named ‘Pramå∫ikå’, which though
small in size, is full of fervour, and strikingly the best indicator of the
Heroic sentiment. Many heroic verses are composed in this metre.
Pramå∫ikå is a simple and small metre of only eight syllables, but it is
very suitable for the march-past of the soldiers and warriors, where



20. Gœtakandalikå, ‘Prayå∫a-gœtam’, song-4.
21. ˙iva-tå∫∂ava-stotra, verse 1&2.
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their feet move and march enthusiastically ahead along with the words
of the poem: 

“Calantu vœra-sainikåΔ prayåntu vœra-sainikåΔ |
sagauravaμ sa∂i∫∂imaμ vrajantu vœra-sainikåΔ ||
kare suƒastra-ma∫∂anaμ svare ca siμha-garjanam
jane jane vrataμ d®∂haμ sva-måt®bhæmi-rakßa∫am |
svadeƒa-pu∫ya-gauravaμ smarantu vœra-sainikåΔ ||'” 20.

Sanskrit poetry has accomplished successful experiments with the
Pramå∫ikå metre. The most popular usage of this metre is ‘˙iva-
tå∫∂ava-stotra’, chanted by Råva∫a. In this stotra the formidable form
of Siva dancing the ‘Tå∫∂ava’ has been described – with the same
fierceness as exhibited in his dance – through a complicated composi-
tion of hard compounds and a plenty of harsh alliterations. So all the
three elements - Heroic sentiment, the figure Alliteration and the
Pramå∫ikå metre - are combined at one place, and this piece of poetry
is the best illustration of the intermingling of these elements. I cite two
stanzas from the same poem: 

“Ja™å™avœ-galaj-jala- pravåha-påvita-sthale
gale’valambya lambhitåμ bhuja√ga-tu√ga-målikåm |
∂ama∂-∂ama∂-∂ama∂-∂aman- ninådava∂-∂amarvayam
cakåra ca∫∂a-tå∫∂avaμ tanotu naΔ ƒivaΔ ƒivam ||
ja™å-ka™åha-saμbhrama- bhraman-nilimpa-nirjharœ
vilola-vœci-vallarœ- viråjamåna-mærdhani |
dhagad-dhagad-dhagaj-jvalal- lalå™a-pa™™a-påvake
kiƒora-candra-ƒekhare ratiΔ pratikßa∫aμ mama” 21.

One can see the swift flow and quick movement of the language
in this poem. We find the same type of flow, depiction of sentiment,
embellishment and compounds in the long metrical system named
‘Ca∫∂a-v®ß™i-prapåta’, which means ‘fall of torrential rains’. 

Thus we observe and come to the conclusion that sentiment is the
soul, the inner factor of poetry, while the metrical arrangement is the
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body, the outer factor of poetry. Embellishment is its beautifying fac-
tor for both, internal as well as external form, i.e. emotion as well as
expression. All the factors being combined into one give support to
each other and compose a full form of poetry. All these elements are
quite different from each other in their original form, but they have
some inter-relation between them to make poetry sublime and excel-
lent. It is an established fact that the doctrine of Rasa in Sanskrit poet-
ics was always interpreted in terms of ‘gu∫as’, ‘rœtis’ and ‘v®ttis’. It
means that a certain sentiment grows with a certain style, structure of
language and a certain type of verbosity. Metre is also a means to con-
vey the sense of poetry. So the equilibrium or balance between the
suggestion of meaning and elegance of words must be maintained.
The communication of the sense to the connoisseur’s heart is effec-
tively applied, when it is conveyed with a suitable metrical system in a
figurative style. Embellishments being intermingled with the metrical
arrangement definitely stimulate and nourish certain sentiments. So
this is a powerful interaction of soul and body, internal and external
elements, in the world of creativity in Sanskrit. The harmonious com-
bination between sense and sound, matter and manner, emotion and
ornamentation has been the main factor in creating an aesthetic appeal
in the hearts of connoisseurs. So inter-relation between sentiment,
embellishment and metrical arrangement is the main factor in main-
taining the element of beauty in Sanskrit poetry. 
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